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Easy Interlocking

A simple example of the interlocking feature in SIPROTEC 4 devices is explained by
means of the following sample application:

The circuit breaker (Q0) is only permitted to close,
when the disconnector (Q1) is closed and
the ground switch  (Q8) is opened.

Refer to the input/output matrix. In the group control device the commands for the
switching devices are indicated. Each command occupies two lines.

Picture 1: The commands in the input/output matrix

For example, the first line of the disconnector switch contains the command information
which is routed to the output contacts. The second line is for the feedback signals which
are derived via binary inputs.
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Two binary inputs for feedback are required for double point indication i.e. if:

- the switch device is opened=off (first used binary input : high(1), second low (0))
- the switch device is closed=on  (first used binary input :  low (0), second high(1))
- the switch device is in intermediate / not valid position (either 00 or 11).

Controls without feedback can also be used, in this case interlocking will not be possible.
For interlocking the feedback signals are the most important information.

In this example, the interlocking must check the status of the disconnector (Q1) and the
ground switch (Q8) before releasing a close command to the circuit breaker Q0.
In picture 2 the CFC chart is shown. The status of the disconnector and ground switch is
decoded with  DI_TO_BOOL gates.

Picture 2: application of interlocking in CFC

The first DI_TO_BOOL gate decodes the closed position of the disconnector switch (Q1).
The 2nd DI_TO_BOOL gate decodes the open position of the ground switch (Q8).

If both these conditions are valid,  the AND gate will generate the signal for releasing the
circuit breaker close command.
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The default settings already contain signals for interlocking (internal single point
annunciations, see picture 1). For user defined signals these must first be created in the
I/O matrix and routed to source CFC.  Otherwise these will not be available for selection
later.

Ultimately the interlocking condition of the circuit breaker command must be allocated to
the release signal derived with the logic in picture 2 ( see picture 3 ). In the input/output
matrix you have to click with the right mouse button on the circuit breaker and choose the
object properties-item.
The release signal  Control Device 52 Close is responsible for the switching ON the circuit
breaker.

Picture 3: Object properties of the circuit breaker

For the control functions such as circuit breaker OFF or other devices the same procedure
must be carried out with the relevant interlocking conditions.

The default settings of SIPROTEC 4 devices always contain a CFC chart with standard
interlocking functions.
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Picture 4: Extended CFC chart for interlocking of several switching devices
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